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As one of risks covered in marine insurances, the affirmation of ship’s latent 
defects is under a lot of confusion and controversy. Through judicial precedent and the 
revision of the marine hull insurance clauses, Britain gradually clear the meaning of the 
latent defects of the ship. In terms of marine insurances in our country, the stipulation 
of ship’s latent defects is rather ambiguous and remains to be perfect.  
This thesis is an attempt to make clear the identification standards of latent defects 
of ship through the description of the nature of the latent defects, the identification of 
latent defects and harmful consequences, the discrimination among latent defects, ship 
design manufacturing defects and natural wear and tear. Referring to advanced 
countries in the aspect of marine insurances, it tries to put forward the ways to solve 
the problems existing in clauses about ship’s latent defects in marine insurance in our 
country.  
The first chapter focuses on basic concept and character of ship’s latent defects. 
The second chapter mainly analyzes the differences between the latent defects and some 
easily-confused concepts; through the discrimination among latent defects and damage 
results, designing and manufacturing defects, natural wear and tear, it arrives in the 
definition of latent defects. The third chapter introduces the generation and evolution 
of latent defects clauses in English marine insurance, and gives suggestions for 
perfecting latent defects clauses in marine insurance of our country. 
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经过合理谨慎的检查仍不能发现”等。Atkin 法官和 Porter 法官既是将“潜在缺












                                                             
① Brown & Co Ltd.v. Nitrate Producers's Stramship Co. Ltd. [1937] 58 Lloyd’s Rep. 188. 








































































1.1.2 依据协会船舶定期条款第 6.2.2 条引起保险船舶损失或损坏的任何潜
在缺陷… 
2.如果潜在缺陷是由于设计或制造过程中的错误或过失造成的,且没有对保
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